TONNES OF FUN
DIV 1: With the Captain Running late to the game because he was stuck talking all things
cricket with Scott and J.O at the club, he rung through to his trusty V.C to do the toss.
The message from him was that he won the toss and we were batting. As El-capitano
turned up to the ground everyone was waiting on the batting order. Ian decided to open
the batting with Ashley and himself. Ashley had most of the strike, getting the runs ticking
over before he was caught for 19. In came Gopi at number 3. Gopi hung around for a
couple of overs scoring 7 runs before he was caught. At this stage Ian was simply going
about his business. In came Marc at number 4 and after facing a ball realised his grip on his
bat had deteriorated because he hadn’t picked it up since last season. Ian and Marc picked
off the bowlers slowly and Ian reached his first 50 for the season just before the 20 over
break. At the drinks break we were 2 for 98. After the drinks break the boys took a couple
of overs to get their eye back in, before Cuz said to Ian at changeover “should we start to
hit now?”. With a wink Ian said why not we still have petrol in the shed. That’s when we
loosened up and started to score freely and seeing the ball well we started to pile on the
runs. Cuz made his 50 in no time. The bowlers started to tire, and they started to bowl
short to Ian, giving him opportunities and before he knew it he was in the nervous nineties.
The change of umpire and he knew he was close to his first A grade hundred. Without
losing concentration he really focused on every ball and before he knew the whole team
went up as he hit the 100 mark. The ground was big and slow so Cuz and I were getting
tired running a lot of 3’s and even a 4! Shortly after Ian made his hundred, Cuz went for a
big shot and held out in the deep for a hard earned 75 and a record PVLCC 3rd wicket
partnership of 175. Hoddo replaced Cuz and it wasn’t long before he got hold of a couple.
Ian tried to see out the overs however coped one on the pads to get out not long after for a
stella115. Ian was replaced by Jarrad who in no time he was teeing off. Hoddo and Jarrad
saw out the required overs, ended up with 20no and 28no respectively, leaving VHP with a
massive total of 298 to chase down.
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A-Grade (LO 1A)
ROUND 4
Para Vista A
Vs
Salisbury North
at Edward Smith Reserve

B-Grade (LO 2)
ROUND 4
Para Vista B
Vs
Craigmore 'D'
Argana Oval

We opened the bowling with Luke and Jarrad again and we started well with Jarrad bowling
an absolute pearler of a delivery that cleaned up the off stump off the opening batsman.
Luke bowled well without any luck. Then the inevitable happened Jarrad bowling another
good delivery with getting the edge and it going straight to Luke at second slip where he
took a very sharp catch. Next thing you know the batsman is standing his ground. After a
little conversation out in the middle, VHP deemed the ball had hit the ground. We could
not believe the batsman stayed at his crease. This did nothing but stir our team on to get
them out. I brought on Sanjay and Harry. Sanjay after his first over started to get some
excellent rhythm going to pick up a couple of wickets. Looking at trying something different
I brought Hoddo on for an over before drinks and before I knew he had picked up a wicket.
We had drinks and came back with Sam at one end and Wilson at the other end. They
slowly started to get themselves out with great catches by Gopi and Sanjay. Sam bowled
tight for his 8 overs. Jarrad then came back on to clean up their last wicket. We bowled
them out for 124. We played well and am very happy with how the season is progressing so
far- 2 for 2 lets keep it up everyone!
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CENTURIES A PLENTY

Round 2 Results

Division 2.

A-Grade (LO 1A)

Warm conditions greeted the Para Vista B grade side for their round 2 match against
Salisbury West at the Goat Paddock. When the Salisbury West captain called incorrectly,
captain Brenton Starke had no hesitation in batting first and sent out Daniel Hancock and
new partner Russell Swansson to the middle to start proceedings. Russ played his usual
attacking game, dispatching the second ball he faced over the boundary for a maximum.
Many more belligerent shots flowed from his blade and the score raced along, assisted by
some wayward bowling, until Russ unfortunately picked out a fielder on the boundary
ropes for a very quickfire 27, Para Vista 1/48 after the first 8 overs.
Eggs Ben Gardner joined Hancock in the middle and the two played watchfully, careful not
to undo the early good work and to form a solid base for the rest of the innings. The
scoring rate slowed considerably from the hectic opening, but no further wickets were lost
before the drinks break, the Goatherders finding themselves in a solid position at 1/61 at
the break. Upon resumption, Eggs lost his off stump from an excellent in swinger
delivered by the best opposition bowler, bringing Pierrot to the crease. With Hancock still
holding strong and taking most of the strike against the danger man, Pierrot was able to
free his arms against the spinner from the other end, cracking multiple boundaries to
kickstart the scoring along again. Unfortunately, both batsmen fell quickly thereafter,
Hancock for an anchoring 20 against a change of pace and P for 13, the Para Vista innings
in danger of stalling at 4/81 after 28 overs.
Enter Jason O’Regan. Playing his first match since January and touching a bat for the first
time since then, JO started watchfully, seeing out the remaining overs of Salisbury West’s
best bowler. Ably supported by Mr President Scott Brown at the other end, the two began
to build a partnership and take the attack to tiring bowlers, the Prez’s first four scoring
shots all boundaries through a mixture of textbook cuts and mid-wicket hoicks. Not to be
outdone, JO hit his straps and looked like his old self with no rust whatsoever, joining the
boundary party and the scoreboard started racing along. The Salisbury West fielders were
sent to cover the boundaries, allowing Scott to push the singles and allow the JO show to
take centre stage. All bowlers felt the power of his blade, and a mammoth total started to
loom with batting still in the shed.

Para Vista A 4/298
I Martin 115
M Cousins 75
Def

VHP 9/123
J.McLeaod 3 for 16
S.Burge 2 for 11
S.Kahtri 2 for 27

B-Grade (LO 2)
ROUND 2
Para Vista B 4 for 227
J.Oregen 103no
S.Brown 33no
Defeated
Parafield Gardens 8 for 168
J.Jackowiak 2 for 29
R.Swansson 2 for 33
B.Starke 2 for 43

That remaining batting was not needed. More fours and sixes flowed, and before the last
over took place, Jas needed 19 more to make a memorable century. The first ball was
smacked for a four, before Brownie called JO through for a bye off the second to much
booing from the balcony. Like a good wingman, Scott punched the next ball for a single to
get Jas back on strike, who duly thanked him by dispatching the next two balls for big
maximums. Needing one last big shot off the last ball, JO delivered a brutal hook shot over
the fine leg fence to bring up his ton, finishing an astonishing 103 not out (8x4’s, 10x6’s).
The Prez played a strong supporting role finishing with a well compiled 33 of his own, the
partnership recording an impressive unbroken 146 from 12 overs, and Para vista finishing
their allotted 40 overs at an imposing 4/227.
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CENTURIES A PLENTY
Taking to the field a player short, the old legs of the Prez backed up by taking the new
ball and bowling tightly without luck. Sharing the new ball from the other end was Jason
Jackowiak with instructions to bowl some good line and length. His 3rd ball was an
absolute jaffa, uprooting the off stump of the opener for a duck, and Jacko had his first
wicket for the Goatherders. A few overs later and he had his second, a low full toss hit
straight to mid off and he had his tail up and confidence high.
Russ Swansson replaced the Prez and immediately dropped into a perfect line and length
before some luck fell the way of Vistas. A strong drive was smacked straight back down
the pitch, which Russ got half a mitt to on his follow through. The ball cannoned into the
stumps to find the non-striker still out of his ground, and despite the umpire not seeing it
and giving him not out, the batsman walked out of honesty and good sportsmanship
much to the appreciation of Para Vista. Salisbury West were now 3/26 after nine overs
but had their best two batsmen now at the crease. Jacko’s initial six over spell ended
without further success, replaced by Noor Ali (0/22 off 4) who bowled tight lines but was
unluckily cross-batted for a couple of boundaries. JO (0/15 off 4) tried rolling his arm
over too but with no breakthrough, and Salisbury West went to drinks at 3/71, a similar
position to Vistas.
Imploring his side to keep the energy and voice up and to stay patient, Brenton Starke
introduced himself into the attack from his non-favored road end. It looked like a poor
choice early on with his first two overs of pedestrian mediums going for 21 runs as the
batsmen started to open their shoulders. Brown was re-introduced for a short 2 over
spell, keeping it tight but not breaking the partnership, and it wasn’t until the 27th over
when the number five was finally dismissed, bowled by Starke trying for one swipe too
many, the score now 4/115. With more pressure placed upon the remaining batters,
Russ (2/33 off 8) replaced Brown and followed it up with the other key wicket, Hancock
taking a solid catch on the midwicket fence, 5/132. From there, wickets fell at regular
intervals as the Salisbury West innings fell away, with Starke (2/43 off 8), Swansson, and
Brown (1/24 off 8) all scoring another wicket, and when Jacko (2/29 off 8) returned to
bowl out his final two overs (unluckily not to get another pole), the Goatherders had
defended their total restricting Salisbury West to 8/168.

EVENTS
Watch this space
Social Events
Nov 24- Schnitzel Night
Jan 12- TBC
Feb 23- TBC
Do you know of any
social events? Have an
idea that might be good
for the club to get
involved- don’t keep it a
secret- send your ideas
through:
Bingo Night?
Quiz Night?
Add your ideas here!

End of Season Fishing
Trip
Destination and Date
TBC
Keep an eye on
FaceBook

It was a solid effort by the Para Vista B-grade. All the players performed their roles
perfectly, and everyone contributed to the win with either bat, bowl, or in the field.
Despite a few chances being dropped, the fielding effort was good with plenty of support
for each other, with the only nitpick being that the team went through a few flat spots
with not much voice. With continued hard work and support for each other, the
Goatherders can only keep improving and now face the crossover match against an
unknown Craigmore side away next week.

WELCOME NEW HERDERS
No welcomes for the week but even though we have numbers on the books we are still
looking for availability each week. If you know of someone looking to play, please let us
know and we will be happy to have a chat.
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SUB PAYMENTS
Thank you to those who have paid their subs in full already for this season. Please remember to speak to
Brenton Starke or Scott Brown to arrange a payment plan if you need one.

Sponsorship
This season sees the end of our sponsor partnership with both McIntyre Dental Clinic and O’Brien Stone. Dr
Nick Maxted is a past player who hasn’t graced the park for a number of years but continued to support the
club through his business.
Peter O’Brien who has put the bat down this season has provided fantastic sponsorship to the club along with
support with off-field activities around the shed while playing with us.
The support for clubs like us hasn’t gone unnoticed and we would like to take this opportunity to thank you
for your support. We wish you all the best for the future and maybe see you around the club again one day!
Please continue to support our friends in their business by utilising and referring their services.

Heardered on the Grapevine
(Noticeboard for the Goatherders to share news, events and stories! Got something to add- send it through- bonus points for pictures!)

Thanks Scott Brown for sending through some pics of the B Grade openers- looking good boys!

Dad joke of the week
In school, the teacher asked Johnny to spell "bowling". Back came the answer : "B-o-e-l-i-n." "That," said the teacher, "is the
worst spell of bowling I've ever seen."
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THRICE AS NICE
Division LO1A, Round 1: Feeling good with back to back wins we headed back home for
round 3, where we met Adelaide Warriors for the first time in Para Districts.
Adelaide Warriors were gracious enough to lose the toss so we elected to bat first.
Deciding to see if we could repeat last weeks effort, Ian and Ashley opened the batting
partnership again. They got off to a flying start with the bowler bowling short outside off
which Ian happily took full advantage of. As for Ashley he couldn’t get wood on ball, with
his first runs being chalked up as leg byes but finally found his rhythm and got off the mark
after a couple of overs. Then the bowling starting to tighten up. Ashley got onto one hitting
a 4 before hitting a big 6 over mid-wicket. The man was looking good but sadly got out
shortly after when the ball hit the leg again, sadly in front of the wicket this time and was
given out LBW on 17. Gopi came in looked solid for his 5 runs before the bowler found the
wickets and he was bowled out. Luke came to the crease and Ian and Luke put on a few
runs before Ian was dubiously caught behind. After a long deliberation from Marc Cousins
it was decided there was a nick and deviation and Ian was given out on 38. This bought
Eddy to the crease. Eddy and Luke got their eye in just before drinks going into the break at
3/81.
After drinks Eddy and Luke tried to pick up the pace only managing to middle their shots
straight to the fielders only scoring in singles and two’s until Eddy got onto a couple of
beautiful 6’s. The boys nutted down only to lose Eddy in a run out on a well-made 26. In
comes Hoddo to meet Luke who is still firing away, finding a nice 6 along with a few other
boundaries. With the runs starting to tick over Hoddo hit a quick fire 7 before being bowled

Round 3 Results
A-Grade (LO 1A)
Para Vista A 8/194
L.McLeod 51, I.Martin
28,E.Napoli 26
Def
Adelaide Warriors 104
J.McLeod 4 for 36
S.Petersen 2 for 10

B-Grade (LO 2)
Para Vista B 3 for 141
B.Gardner 68no
P.Perov 31
Def
Craigmore 'E' 139
S.Burge 4 for 22
J.Zachoryj 2 for 30

making way for Jarrad. In the pursuit of quick runs, Luke was caught and bowled for a hard and very well earned 51 runs.
This bought Cuz to the crease however Jarrad departed shortly thereafter. Bringing in Scott Peterson for his first bat with
Para Vista he hung around allowing Cuz to hit out. Unfortunately, Scott was run out in the last over trying to get the final
runs on the board for the Innings. This bought Tim Wilson in, leaving Cuz on strike. We finished the innings off with
singles and Cuz not out on 24 and Tim not out on 3, just falling short of making the 200 mark, our total being 194.
Opening the bowling were Jarrad and Luke, with Luke getting the first break through with the opening batter playing on.
They bowled tight for 7 overs before Jarrad broke through with 2 wickets in the 8th over. Giving Luke a break Eddy was
bought on for his first over. He bowled 4 overs without any luck for 25. Deciding to bowl Jarrad out- he continued his
form with the ball, picking up two more wickets – one caught at first slip by Cuz and the second bowled leaving his figures
at 4/36 after 8 overs. After hearing that Scott Peterson knew how to bowl a ball, Ian decided to bring Scott on with Aaron
Timm. Aaron picked up a wicket in his first over which took us to drinks with the score being a promising 6/82.
After drinks we resumed with Scott and Aaron continuing the bowling. Scott picked up his first wicket for the club
bowling a great ball that went through the batter hitting the stumps. The next scalp was a run out which Eddy had a
perfect throw to Tim Wilson who obliged and took the bail off. Scotty picked up his second wicket for the club getting
their highest scorer caught by Aaron Timm. The last wicket was a run out which had them all out for 104.
Our season is most definitely off to a flyer with another great team effort. It’s encouraging to see everyone pitching in
and doing their part to secure our third win of the season. Next week we are at home again, meeting Salisbury North who
are also 3 from 3 for the season. Looking forward to a cracking game all
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THRICE AS NICE TWICE
Blue skies and a lush outfield was the setting for Para Vista’s B-grade match against
Craigmore ‘E’ at Argana Park.

SPONSORS

With captain Brenton Starke having lost the toss and being banished to the field, new ball
responsibilities was handed to Sam Burge and Jason ‘Jacko’ Jackowiak. Bowling tightly
against some watchful batting, Jacko produced an almost carbon copy ball of his first
wicket the week before by uprooting the stumps of the opening bat in the 5th over to give
the Goatherders a great start. This brought the #3 to the crease, who promptly showed off
his golf swing by trying to hit the first few balls he faced to the midwicket boundary. Sam
and Jacko (1/17 off 5) were not able to make any further inroads despite beating the bat a
few more times before they were replaced by Noor Ali and debutant Jarrac ‘Yaz/Yada’
Zachory. While Noor slipped into a rhythm with his outswing, the next breakthrough was
made by Yaz. With his second ever ball he produced an almost unplayable outswinger to
the remaining opener that took the edge and was gleefully taken by Eggs behind the
stumps. The sheer joy on Yaz’s face and the enjoyment of his teammates celebrating was a
sight to see.
Pushing for more breakthroughs, the Goatherders couldn’t find that ounce of luck that was
needed as both batsmen played and missed or played just out of reach from fielders. Being
urged to attack the golfers stumps, Yaz duly obliged knocking the woodwork out of the
ground to claim his second wicket in his third over prompting further celebrations. At the
other end, Noor was very unlucky to have multiple shots fall agonizingly short of being
caught before he was replaced by old man Roger Wilkins a couple of overs before drinks.
Having been working hard and improving his bowling at training, the forever optimistic
senior member of the side started nervously with a couple of wides before settling down
and causing some indecision for the batsmen with his mixture of loopies and mystery balls.
The Craigmore batsmen managed to survive until drink without further loss, the score 3/73
at the break.
Upon resumption, and encouraged by the way he was bowling, Roger continued his spell
and looked like snaring a wicket for himself with both batsmen trying the hardest to hit
him out the park but ultimately scrubbing their shots. Try as he might, Rog (0/22 off 4)
couldn’t get one but he should be very proud with the way he bowled. Jarrac at the other
end was informed that he would bowl his 8 overs until completion, and despite continually
beating the bat and having a few edges fly over the slips/gully region, there was no more
joy to be found. Yaz finished with 2/30 off his allotted 8 overs, a stellar start to his career at
Para Vista.
Bringing back strike man Burge from one end and re-introducing Noor from the other, the
hope was for a couple of quick wickets to make inroads into the rest of the batting lineup.
Sam delivered immediately with 2 wickets in his returning over, both almost identical
catches to his captain at mid off. When Jacko called for another carbon copy, and the
batsman duly obliged to the captain off Sam’s bowling for a third identical dismissal in 3
overs, the middle had been ripped out and Craigmore slumped to 6/107. Hoping to take a
5fa, Sam bowled his remaining overs without taking that fifth wicket he was after, finishing
with 4/22 off his 8 overs, including an uncharacteristic 9 wides. Noor at the other end kept
plugging away without any luck at all, and the captain (1/1 off 1.2) brought himself on to
try and finish the innings. A wicket in his first over was followed by a much-deserved
wicket in Noor’s final over (1/46 off 8), and a run out executed by Roger to Eggs a few balls
later ended the Craigmore innings 5 overs early, bowled out for 139.
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THRICE AS NICE TWICE
After enjoying a nice afternoon tea supplied by the opposition, the Goatherders mission was simple – bat the overs
and the run will come. Looking to continue the strong form he has sown in the first two matches, Dan Hancock started
off solidly. Russell Swansson at the other end played his natural attacking game, smacking the first ball he faced for a
massive six over the leg side. Trying to replicate the shot next over, he lost his middle stump for 7 to a ball that didn’t
bounce as much as expected. When Hancock was on the receiving end of what turned out to be the best ball of the
innings when he was on 2, the Para Vista innings had started very shakily at 2/17 from 7 overs. It was left to Eggs Ben
Gardner and Pierrot Peov to restore some calm and fight through a difficult and dangerous period of the innings. Both
batsmen were up to the task playing cautiously, Pierrot solid in defense and Eggs mixing defense with attack of the
bad balls. Together they slowly resurrected the chase moving the score to 42 after 15 overs and 58 at the drinks break.
With a very achievable 82 needed off the last 20 overs, Eggs and Pierrot just needed to keep batting the way they
were, and keep batting they did. Firstly Eggs started to pounce on anything short to spread the field, and soon Pierrot
found his range too against any balls that were dropped in short. The score moved along at a nice pace and Eggs
brought up his half century through a misfield, brought about by the pressure both batsmen were placing on the
fielders, raising his bat with a broad grin. Learning from previous times he has been in this position, Eggs knuckled
down to the task at hand, and with Pierrot playing superbly and starting to score freely as well, the target started to
shrink, PV 2/98 after 30 overs with plenty of batting left in the shed.
As the Craigmore bowlers became more desperate for a wicket, the looser they were bowling, and the more Pierrot
and Eggs controlled the match. It looked as though the Goatherders would lose no more wickets when Pierrot was
unlucky to pick out a fielder with a cut shot, dismissed for a very well made 31. Their partnership of 101 for the 3 rd
wicket was great to watch, and the way Pierrot visibly improved and grew in confidence was plain to see, hopefully
laying a foundation for the rest of his season. With fill in Eddie Warren striding to the crease, the remaining 22 runs
were knocked off in quick style, with Eddie (11*) playing with freedom to hit a couple of boundaries and Eggs (68*)
continuing his solid innings, Para Vista passing the score at 3/141 with 26 balls still remaining. Eggs was over the moon
with his exceptional innings and was congratulated by all his teammates as he walked off the ground, his innings being
another milestone and stepping stone to his continued development in being a reliable and dependable number
three.
All in all it was a very solid all-round performance by Vista’s B-grade side. Having won all 3 of their opening matches,
they now look forward to returning to the same ground to play the same club’s ‘D’ grade side in the next fixture riding
a wave of confidence

New Club Sponsor
A Big Thank you to INTERSPORT TTP for their sponsorship for the 2018/2019 season. Support like theirs is
vital to the club! Please support them and the club when looking for all your sporting goods.
INTERSPORT provide a range of sporting goods, shoes and apparel. Mens, Womens and Kids; Equipment for
all sports, not just cricket. Don’t forget Christmas is fast approaching so if your looking for sporting goods give
them a go!
Discounts for members and families. Players/Members can register on our computer under Para Vista CC this
will also align them with our new Club Member advantage’s.
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WELCOME NEW HERDERS
Welcome to Scott Peterson who filled in for the A’s in his first game. In the B grade we’d like to welcome Eddie
Warren and Jarrac Zachoryj. Quite handy men to have in our mix! Hope you enjoyed the day and hope to see
you again on the park, it was great having you add your skills to our teams!

Heardered on the Grapevine
(Noticeboard for the Goatherders to share news, events and stories! Got something to add- send it through- bonus points for pictures!)

A certain A grade captain will be celebrating his birthday against Salisbury North this Saturday- I’m sure he’d be
happy to have a quiet beverage after the game 😉

Dad joke of the week
Q: What is the smelliest part of a cricket pitch?
A: Cow corner

Merchandise
New 40th Season Caps
$30

Club Shorts
$35
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